Searching Journal of Transcultural Nursing via Sage

• Go to the e-journals list on the Library’s web site http://s.lib.utk.edu/zo

• Type Journal of Transcultural Nursing into the search box and select “Starts With”.

• Find the entry for the journal and click on the journal title link.

• When the electronic record for JTCN appears, click on “Sage Premier 2017”.

• At Sage’s site, note the link for “Advanced” directly below the basic search bar.

• The advanced search option allows for multiple terms, with Boolean and fielded searching. Note that the search is restricted to Journal of Transcultural Nursing.
• **CINAHL** may also be used to search for journal specific articles. Copy and paste this search string into the first search box including the parentheses:

\[(ZJ "journal of transcultural nursing")\]

Use the other boxes to add keywords and subject headings specific to the topic.

The advantage of using CINAHL instead of Sage is the availability of more sophisticated search features.